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Patience is the only way to handle today's and tomorrow's busy events.
There is an importance in protecting company secrets-perhaps new pur-

chasing plans. Do not be surprised if, after you have begun a project, there are interrup-
tions. Starts and stops may be commonplace. Pace yourself so there will be less need to
redo. Listen to your intuition when you are in doubt. You may find yourself feeling tem-
porarily blocked and unable to express yourself when in group situations. However, think-
ing things through with any of the projects, you will find answers. Refinement and rela-
tionships are the keys to emotional satisfaction now. Harmony and beauty are deeply sat-
isfying. Marriage and partnerships could take center stage at this time.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

In the workplace you are beginning to really enjoy the opportunity to
spread your wings. This is a time of experimenting with new concepts and putting aside
the old. Young people surround you in the afternoon and you enjoy helping to guide their
activities. Lovers, children and other people or things dear to your heart are emphasized.
Being appreciated and admired for your gifts and talents is a wonderful feeling and
encourages you to move forward. Taking chances can bring large rewards. Responsibilities
may balance out the remainder of your day. An important friendship is growing and you
will find mutual interests bringing you closer. Fun times communicating back and forth
with ideas and interests can have you talking for hours.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

As a lover of freedom and liberty, you may be creating music, poetry or
doing some creative writing. Regardless of whether your work or your life project is in an
office or in your home, you are able to create and progress in positive ways. You may be
able to express your inventive side and come up with new solutions. You are in a rare
mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better qualities. You may see value
in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority today. This person may need
your attention, help or perhaps your time this afternoon. You may be quite pleased to be
of service. People seem to notice your positive attitude and enjoy your presence. Later this
afternoon you may want to exercise by walking.   

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Energies are high and self-confidence is strong. This is a good time for
accomplishing heavy-duty work projects. Your work seems more advantageous than usu-
al and you are able to get a lot done. In addition, this is a very good time for physical com-
petition within a group environment-business, workout room, etc. Your enthusiasm is
good. Your abilities to save and increase your finances may slack off through the end of
this month. As a result, you need to pay attention to your budget. Your environment may
go through some temporary changes. You are expressive and encouraging to neighbors.
Perhaps a project is in the works in your neighborhood. A covered bus stop for the school
kids or a tree-planting project would be good.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Talking about your goals will help you to have a better focus. Keeping
your eye on the prize may be the very thing that helps you stay on the path of success.
This year finds a much more independent and adventurous you, however. Your timing
should be perfect and those around you will find you naturally energetic and ready for
adventure. Other than thinking about goals, this is a day of clearing away or settling old
debts. There is a new friendship waiting to happen this afternoon and you will find that
this person brings you new insight into yourself as well as some good insight into the psy-
chology of life. There are opportunities now to repair any uncertain relationships at home.
You are optimistic and see favorable ways to learn and grow.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Reach for the brass ring now. Have you ever tried to grab the merry-go-
round ringthis is the feeling this morning. Now you are in the spirit to be expressive, cre-
ative and lighthearted. Everything seems to bring out your exceptional qualities. There are
some enthralling subjects to investigate now and in the future. Decide where you want to
make your discoveries. Many subjects will march up in front of you and if you do not
choose one, there could be much frustration. These subjects will likely be law, politics,
education, business advancement, travel and religion. Acquire a focus of your own and on
your own. Set your goals. Harmony and beauty are yours. There are many answers you
have received but have not yet heard.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Expect a boost in attitude today. From now through the end of this month,
you will see a gradual spiraling of positive input. This is a wise time to secure a better
working status. You will find this is a very good time to put your ideas into words. Your
curiosity may lead you into some research after work today. Since you can become easily
bored with routine days, you find intriguing and educational ways to fill up your mind.
Your enthusiasm and energy are strong especially when finding new enterprises with
which to become involved. Romance and travel may go hand in hand in the near future.
There could be plans in the making. Share a conversation regarding goals. Loved ones
find you inspiring-particularly tonight. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Everything points to your taking the project in hand today, even if the plan
is to motivate yourself. However, you feel great support from those around you. You could
be the spokesperson that represents a group of people today. Communication, particular-
ly with superiors, could prove troublesome-but there is a need. An agreement will be
reached. You have the ability to impress all the right people, particularly this afternoon. A
reliable friend or business partner offers a share in a joint venture that could make you
financially secure. Some friends do you favors so that you can be available to help others. If
past resolutions were only a rough draft-consider firming up your plans to make this year's
resolutions more secure.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Your career situation looks up. You successfully analyze problems and find
excellent solutions. There is good news on the work front and business-

related travel is yours for the asking. A serious matter that you have been considering can
be approached now with positive results. Your communication skills help you forge a
bond with a business friend. There are some wonderful opportunities to visit with friends
and bond with your own sex. Deep and serious conversations along with funny anec-
dotes can be shared this afternoon. There will be changes in the family budget, but a
compromise may be reached. There are energies available now that help singles find part-
ners and married people improve their relationships.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Rushing through your day may be much like rushing through a chore that
ends with the need to do the thing over. How sad that would be, particularly on your spe-
cial day. When you slow down a bit, you will find that you may have accomplished more
than you thought possible. This day and this week may set the pace for your birth year. You
will need to take note as to what necessitates hurrying and establish that in your thinking
each day, at least until you feel the steady flows happening within you. The reason for all
this need to hurry is that you sense the most enchanting, meaningful and growth-hap-
pening year is ahead and you are ready for your new year to start. You are tuned in to all

the great possibilities.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

An electronic glitch can be fixed quickly today. This should be a good day
for a cash bonus if the trends are accurate. Check on bank and money mat-

ters and try to keep a grip on important messages and bits of paper. If you are going to
travel today, stay tuned to your local radio station for traffic updates. If you have to negoti-
ate with anyone, then do so in person or by phone rather than by letter or through anoth-
er person. If you are married or involved in a close relationship, this influence will deepen
your commitment and add to your happiness. If, however, you are single, the events of the
next few weeks could easily change your status. Someone special is due to enter your life-

soon. While shopping this afternoon, avoid impulse buys based on packaging.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

A plea for understanding from a loved one today could bring about some
long debate. A healing is possible and opening up a two-way conversation is the best type
of beginning. Make sure you have compliments to dole out for the effort that this other
person is putting forth to heal. Financial problems may seem to loom ahead, but you can
change things as you rethink your budget. Your timing is perfect here in avoiding possible
future frustrations. There could be some opportunity to change parts of your environ-
ment. You may come up with successful moneymaking ideas; your ideas flow easily and
your communication with those on the home front is strong. Most of this month is for rest,
fun, renewal of friendships.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1479

ACROSS
1. Not divisible by two.
4. Semi-parasitic herb with purple or white or

pink flowers.
12. A small drink of liquor.
15. Electronic equipment that provides visual

images of varying electrical quantities.
16. A porch along the outside of a building

(sometimes partly enclosed).
17. A reptile genus of Iguanidae.
18. A stick that people can lean on to help

them walk.
19. The part of an organism that connects the

head to the rest of the body.
20. A member of the Nahuatl people who

established an empire in Mexico that was
overthrown by Cortes in 1519.

22. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.

26. A law officer having duties similar to those
of a sheriff in carrying out the judgments
of a court of law.

29. Fear resulting from the awareness of dan-
ger.

31. Divulge information or secrets.
35. Before noon.
37. The capital and largest city of Ghana with a

deep-water port.
41. Any of various hard resins from trees of the

family Dipterocarpaceae and of the genus
Agathis.

43. A reminder of past events.
45. A tiny drop.
47. A conspicuous disparity or difference as

between two figures.
48. A white linen liturgical vestment with

sleeves.
49. Of or relating to or characteristic of Europe

or the people of Europe.
51. Absence of the pupil in an eye.
54. Acute delirium caused by alcohol poison-

ing.
55. A town and port in northwestern Israel in

the eastern Mediterranean.
57. A unit of dry measure used in Egypt.
59. Sports equipment that is worn on the feet

to enable the wearer to glide along on
wheels and to be propelled by the alter-
nate actions of the legs.

61. A fragment of brick used as a weapon.
66. The sixth month of the Hindu calendar.
70. United States educator who introduced

reforms that significantly altered the sys-
tem of public education (1796-1859).

71. Jordan's port.
74. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan

River.
75. An instinctive motive.
76. In an exposed manner.
78. Hormone produced early in pregnancy by

the placenta.
79. A small hard fruit.
80. A festival featuring African-American cul-

ture.
81. A unit of length of thread or yarn.

DOWN
1. English scholastic philosopher and assumed

author of Occam's Razor (1285-1349).
2. Any of numerous low-growing cushion-

forming plants of the genus Draba having
rosette-forming leaves and terminal
racemes of small flowers with scapose or
leafy stems.

3. The Teutonic god of thunder.
4. The eleventh month of the civil year.
5. A seaport in northwestern Italy.

6. Relating to or like or divided into areolae.
7. The state of needing something that is

absent or unavailable.
8. A liquid used for printing or writing or draw-

ing.
9. A yellow trivalent metallic element of the

rare earth group.
10. A state in midwestern United States.
11. Be going to.
12. Informal or slang terms for mentally irregu-

lar.
13. A distinct part that can be specified sepa-

rately in a group of things that could be
enumerated on a list.

14. Large burrowing rodent of South and
Central America.

21. A dead body that has been brought back
to life by a supernatural force.

23. A gonadotropic hormone that is secreted
by the anterior pituitary.

24. Abnormal dryness of the conjunctiva and
cornea of the eyes.

25. Edible tuber of any of several yams.
27. Caught in European waters.
28. An intensely radioactive metallic element

that occurs in minute amounts in uranium
ores.

30. A boy or man.
32. German physicist who studied cathode

rays (1862-1947).
33. British statesman and leader of the Labour

party who instituted the welfare state in
England (1883-1967).

34. African tree having an exceedingly thick
trunk and fruit that resembles a gourd and
has an edible pulp called monkey bread.

36. Any of a group of storm gods.
38. A high-crowned black cap (usually made of

felt or sheepskin) worn by men in Turkey
and Iran and the Caucasus.

39. A natural stream of water smaller than a
river (and often a tributary of a river).

40. After noon.
42. (Roman mythology) Roman god of death.
44. A federal agency established to coordinate

programs aimed at reducing pollution and
protecting the environment.

46. The highest waterfall in Canada.
50. A silvery soft waxy metallic element of the

alkali metal group.
52. Chinese evergreen conifer discovered in

1955.
53. (Greek mythology) One of the mountain

nymphs.
56. A radioactive transuranic element.
58. (of complexion) Blemished by imperfec-

tions of the skin.
60. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
62. Not widely known.
63. English prelate noted for his pessimistic

sermons and articles (1860-1954).
64. A financial institution that accepts deposits

and channels the money into lending
activities.

65. The basic unit of money in Bangladesh.
67. Tropical woody herb with showy yellow

flowers and flat pods.
68. Belonging to some prior time.
69. Kamarupan languages spoken in north-

eastern India and western Burma.
72. (in Scotland or Ireland) A mountain or tall

hill.
73. An edge tool used to cut and shape wood.
77. A white soft metallic element that tarnish-

es readily.
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